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Poet’s Perspective 
Through a Glass Clearly: The Purpose of Poetry 

By Vince Corvaia  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

 
Vince Corvaia earned an MFA from 

Wichita State University and has had 

more than 150 poems published na-

tionwide. He lives in Boise, Idaho.  

Veterans of po biz, as Anne Sexton called it, might understand what I'm going to say 
about poetry's purpose in the world. But this is for everyone else, readers for whom a par-
ticular poem, maybe nothing more than a line or even a phrase, speaks to them in a lan-
guage they never suspected anyone else understood, and now they know only that they 
have to find a way to respond. 
 
When I started out, my poems were mirrors, reflecting both a discovery of who I was and 
the influence of others more experienced than myself. So my juvenilia reflected the con-
fusion of identity and the pain of unrequited relationships as processed through Rod 
McKuen. I had no way of knowing good poetry from bad, only that (1) I related to what 
he was saying and (2) I thought maybe I could write as well as he did. 
 
Gradually, through reading, experience, and perseverance, I forged a style of my own. In 
my case, I was reading Ariel in my twenties and struggling to express similar feelings in 
my own language. Over time, Plath became a cocoon from which I freed myself with a 
voice I recognized as uniquely my own. I also became aware of other people and how 
their lives were at least if not more interesting than my own. But I still perceived them in 
terms of their relationship to me and the world in which I lived. My mirrors in other 
words had become stained glass – I could see beyond the room in which I wrote even 
while my view was still colored by my fixed perceptions. 
 
Finally, I let go of those perceptions and allowed those external concerns (people, issues, 
abstractions) to take center stage. Of course I didn't obliterate myself entirely – I was still 
writing from my own consciousness – but now I was writing from other points of view, 
such as my parents'. I had gained empathy – I was seeing through a window for the first 
time. 
 
Poets can work at either end of this spectrum – in modern terms, the aforementioned 
Anne Sexton brought a universality and understanding to her poems even while exploring 
issues of introspection and madness; Carolyn Forche casts an impassioned activist's eye 
on important social issues; and with “Kaddish” and “Howl,” Allen Ginsberg managed to 
do both. “Heart's Needle,” by W.D. Snodgrass, is as fine a fusion of both internal and ex-
ternal sensibilities as I've read, and young poets might do well to refer to it occasionally 
as to a compass, which keeps travelers from straying off-course. 
 
So this, for me, is the purpose of poetry – the ability to identify and empathize with the 
world in which we live. My own success varies from poem to poem – sometimes I lapse 
into adolescent navel-gazing before the same tarnished mirror – but the key is to never 
stop striving, to constantly reach beyond that open window, into the regions William 
Faulkner called the “verities of the human heart.” 
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poetry 
Buff Whitman-Bradley  

Buff Whitman-Bradley is the author of three other books of poetry, b. eagle, poet, The Honey Philosophies, and Realpolitik: 
Poems of Protest, Outrage and Resistance; and the chapbook, Everything Wakes Up! His poems have appeared in many print 
and online journals. He is also the author of two non-fiction books for young readers, Endings: A Book About Death, 
and Where Do I Belong: A Kids’ Guide to Step Families; and a book for teachers ,Growing from Word Play Into Poetry. In 
addition, he is co-editor, with Cynthia Whitman-Bradley and Sarah Lazare, of the book About Face: Military Resisters Turn 
Against War. He has worked in film as well, co-producing/directing, with Cynthia, the award-winning death-row documen-
tary, Outside In; and, with the MIRC Film Collective, a documentary about undocumented migrants, Por Que Venimos. 
 
 
Although I Am Too Tired 
 
Although I am too tired 
To go to the woods today 
I will nevertheless 
Go to the woods today 
Aiming to evict the little natterer 
Who after my hectic week 
Has once again take up residence 
Inside my brain 
Prattling on and on without punctuation 
About matters great and small 
Until his obsessive yammering 
Starts to make me feel a little loony 
Like now 
 
Best is to find a log to sit on 
Near a grove of redwoods 
Or a comfortable boulder beside a creek 
And gradually shift my attentions 
From the jabbering fellow inside 
Outward 
To the sunlight angling through the treetops 
And warming small patches 
On the cool wet ground 
Or to the deconstruction crew of woodpeckers 
Jack-hammering the trunks 
Of defunct oaks 
Or to the slow waters 
Performing pianissimo arpeggios 
In the rocky stream bed 
And when my cerebral chatterbox realizes 
He has lost his audience 
As always he will scutter away 
Into the tangled green undergrowth 
Without a backward glance 
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Leaving me alone at last 
And once again able to hear myself 
Not think 
 
 
Boy 
 
Someone cold and hungry lived inside 
And loneliness wore my shoes 
 
At night I could hear the trap doors downstairs 
Opening and closing their jaws 
 
And tomorrow's bewilderments 
Shuffling and muttering outside my room 
 
I tuned my crystal set to heaven 
Hoping for instructions from God 
 
And mornings walking to school I thought 
What if I just kept going? 
 
 
Elsewhere 
 
When you were able to escape at last 
You strode away in seven league boots 
Convinced that distance was its own reward 
Now from the promontory atop your decades 
Where the gales have subsided 
And the air rings like a silver bell 
And the view is generous and long 
You look back to realize 
That however tirelessly you accumulated mileage 
Hauling yourself across continents and oceans 
Whatever wondrous landscapes  
And intricately puzzling customs 
Cracked you wide open 
And whatever revolutionary ideas spun you around 
And mulitplied your gaze 
On your resolute journey to elsewhere 
You were never far from home 
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Vince Corvaia earned an MFA from Wichita State University and has had more than 150 poems published nationwide.  He 
lives in Boise, Idaho. 
  
 
Loopholes 
  
"If your right eye causes you to sin, gouge it out and throw it away."  -Matthew 5:29 
  
It's a fine line 
between faith and lust 
a punch line 
whose joke is always on me. 
Keep it up God says 
and you'll go blind 
but has he never seen 
a woman jogging in the rain 
her long ponytail beckoning 
and the slippery sheen of her thighs? 
Then like W.C. Fields 
I start looking for loopholes 
and "I want" becomes a prayer 
that yields no absolution. 
All I can do is laugh at the stars 
while my heart 
old tumult of muscle and memory 
hurls itself 
against the bars of its ribcage 
like a prisoner 
whose last supper grows cold 
and the footfall of the priest 
having shut his book 
of jokes for all occasions 
fades down the corridor 
of sightless men. 
  
 
Planetarium 
  
What do I want 
with Mars? 
  
At gunpoint 
I couldn't pick it out 
  
in the night sky. 

Vince Corvaia 
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But rich people 
  
are lining up 
for a one-way ticket 
  
with only 
the carry-on baggage 
  
of their lives. 
When I was sixteen 
  
and Neil Armstrong 
broke the moon's cherry 
  
you didn't hear me saying 
me next. 
  
A girl whose name 
means nothing to you 
  
was the center 
of my lonely orbit 
  
a planet whose surface 
I had no hope of conquering. 
  
Just think of my life 
as a planetarium 
  
with a ceiling full of stars 
and me in the dark 
  
without a ladder. 
So go rich people 
  
go to Mars. 
I'm busy enough 
  
trying to steer 
my heart 
  
from its collision course 
with unrequited galaxies. 
  
  
Maker 
  
God threw a red queen 
on a black king 
  
and said 
there must be more 
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to eternity than this. 
So he changed into 
  
his best rags 
hung a sign on his throne 
  
and came back to earth 
for a repeat performance 
  
in the Big Apple. 
He had fun 
  
overturning the gift shop shelves 
in St. Patrick's Cathedral 
  
raising the twin towers 
from the dead 
  
changing rotgut whiskey 
into mineral water 
  
and giving sight 
to the politicians. 
  
He knew Judas 
in a three-piece suit 
  
would shove him 
off a subway platform 
  
for season tickets 
to the Met. 
  
It was in the cards 
God said 
  
and spent his final hours 
dropping pennies 
  
into the open guitar cases 
of his children 
  
their free acoustic hymns 
rising like balloons 
  
from Washington Square 
into a clouded sky 
  
of his own making. 
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Jay Snodgrass is the author  of Monster  Zero, poems about Godzilla. He is poet-in-residence at Small Craft Advisory 
Press a book arts letter press. He teaches Composition at Southwest Georgia Technical College in Thomasville, Georgia. He 

is also Co-director of Anhinga Press out of Tallahassee, FL where he lives with his wife and daughter.  

 

Jellyfish 

a jar at the grocery store marked jelly 

another marked fish 

take them both to the bread isle 

and throw them as high as you can 

so they smash together at the vector 

of marble rye and discount white bread 

run as fast as you can, arms outspread, 

and dive chest first into the shards of glass. 

Rise up, stinging capsules and tentacles, 
there is nothing more deadly in all the sea 

Jay Snodgrass 
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Anca Vlasopolos published the award-winning novel The New Bedford Samurai, the award-winning memoir No Return 
Address: A Memoir of Displacement, two collections of poems, Walking Toward Solstice and Penguins in a Warming 
World, three poetry chapbooks, a detective novel, Missing Members, and over two hundred poems and short stories. She was 
nominated several times for the Pushcart Award in poetry and fiction. 
 
 
Extreme Weather 
  
you at least only rarely shock me 

with romance 
  
            after brute tearing by mad winds 
                        heaving waters of sky             oceans             tributaries 
                                    upon so many 
  
            even here in the upper midwest where 
                        the hem of Sandy’s mantle swept off the lights 
  
            after the great wrench of another election 
                        cracking this nation like a whacked coconut 
  
the faraway daughter  the closeaway daughter          my friend        i 
got sucked 
            into this mellifluous mildness 
            not wholly masking needle teeth 
                        worrying us from beneath 
fell for this gift of mid-november day 
            weirdly tingeing with tender breath 
                        these last hanging leaves 
                                    left blushing 
                        these last flitters 
                                    for they 
                                                better than we 
know 
tomorrow we will huddle 
            like snails from jibes 
            in our sole casings 
                        against cold 
                                    against loss 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Anca Vlasopolos  
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Habitats 
  

in dreams only 
you come back 
say 
            hanging another ton weight to my guilt 
why did you give away my clothes    my everything? 
how will I live 
            and that longtime companion grief wakes      lashes me 
  
what shall I say 
spotted- and striped-chested birds 
            as they return 
            to what they’ve known as haven for millenia 
            now three backyards’ worth 
look                 now only two 
soon to be only one 
  
and 
            inevitably as I leave for my own haunting grounds 
  
none 
 
 
 
Opal Moon 
                                                October child, Christopher Leland, in memoriam 
  

the evening after your death 
a crescent moon just cleared the rooftops 
            translucent 
            petal of spent lily 
  
heat hung low 
the dog and I pushing through the cottonwool 
  

when we turned back 
the moon 
                        risen 
glittered 
            with brassy conquering light 
                        we       left below 
                        groped our way 
            darkling 
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Mark Vogel has published shor t stor ies in  Cities and Roads, Knight Literary Journal, Whimperbang, SN Review, and Our 
Stories. Poetry has appeared in Poetry Midwest, English Journal, Cape Rock, Dark Sky, Cold Mountain Review, Broken 
Bridge Review and other journals. He is currently Professor of English at Appalachian State University in Boone, North Caro-
lina, and directs the Appalachian Writing Project. 
 

 

At Dusk the Locusts Answer Yes Yes Yes 

 
Someone surely knew she was already 
 
beautiful, before I noticed so late, 
 
maybe because she was familiar 
 
like someone living close, as she slipped 
 
into squash blossoms, and then onto 
 
the green growing lawn in the living 
 
outdoor summer, as rain persisted, 
 
maddening running between the gutters, 
 
as if the metal was designed from 
 
the beginning to be defective— 
 
as if this outdoor awareness was informal 
 
preparation for warming chaos when all would 
 
be freed—as if it was a test to see 
 
how much we missed when 
 
we were too absorbed to notice. 
 
But now fat summer says there is no 
 
turning back and long haired time 
 
breathes and eyes seek all panorama. 
 

Mark Vogel 
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Someone had filmed her generations 
 
before in the city park, in the arranged 
 
love come alive scene in the year’s big film, 
 
not knowing she would be preserved 
 
forever, with dark hair and smile 
 
busting forth beyond oblivion as long 
 
as the movie is shown. She was already 
 
an historic figure when I was still raw 
 
half-child happy to be alive/so much 
 
younger than her, though wonder 
 
managed easy enough to find her legend 
 
even when it drifted out of context. 
 
In this now decades later, long after she died, 
 
I know well all is temporary, except her 
 
beauty and the spark in her eyes, 
 
which remains as mythic story, 
 
like the sound of summer locusts happy 
 
in the woods, an element that can’t be 
 
taken away, though she is mute drifting 
 
a thousand miles from the source. 
 
 
Inel Kills a Tree 
                                                           
“And they were usually a little shorter than they had been 
in life, for the experience of death…diminishes us, 
just as a piece of linen shrinks when you first wash it.” 
                        -W. G. Sebald in Austerlitz 
  
Some grow by planning every detail, 
and Aunt Inel has scouted out her final resting place 
alongside her mom beneath a sixty foot pine. 
She says: Mother wanted to be buried in Rule, Texas, 
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but I said no way am I going back, as Uncle Len 
interrupts, cackling, to inform us that before 
Inel’s burial the cemetery will take out the tree 
so the roots don’t tickle her feet.  Which 
he finds pretty damn funny, maybe because 
today they’ve paid final expenses, including 
nine hundred dollars for digging the graves— 
everything but the pastor’s gratuity. 
Three hours later Mother and I pause over 
Bud Hahs’ stone, who died in his backyard 
splitting wood, his eyes rolling back in his head. 
Then before Mary Rose Lewis’ bit of ground, 
who faded in a Prague taxi heading for the airport. 
Stark time doesn’t blink as Mother stands 
perplexed before green/black/rainbow peafowl 
strutting on the mausoleum steps picking at 
the detritus of death. She points, noting 
without sadness how Dennis Bohr lies within, 
on a stone slab.  Because he couldn’t 
bear the thought of dirt. 
Inel’s pine with its aged flaking skin towers over 
the growing collected family: Dick, Norma, 
Bertha, Grandma and Grandpa, Cousin Joe, 
but Mother has no time to dawdle. When she kneels 
at Dad’s valley grave, arranging white lilies, 
she hardly glances at her golden etched name 
so close, waiting now eleven years, and I can’t 
help but see her thin plot leaves no possibility for 
turning or twitching.  I may be her childish guardian 
but she grins at vanquished shadows in playful sun, 
the afternoon stalled, as it sometimes does.    
 
 
We Don’t Have to Invent Pain 
  
Or document the varied twisting outlines, 
 
or read like a book today’s head throbbing ache, 
 
or create ahead of time monstrous mapped 
 
simulations so others can also experience 
 
this exactitude, as though blue-veined 
 

varieties will soon be extinct. 
 

We don’t have to invent desire/attune eyes/ 
 
fan flames, and calculate the expanding 
 
territory, just appreciate the gift/curse, 
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and watch close the oozing process. Maybe 
love like a movie memorized one persistent 
 

layered scene ripped from playful 
 
context/from one moment of touch, 
 
for even minute desire could energize (daily) 
 
forever—though greed with bristly pig hair 
 
pretends we can’t get enough. 
 
            After the meal by accident 
 
we sometimes see just right balancing 
 
in the shifty stream bed—at first the rocks 
 
jostling, side by side in one persistent plan, 
 
then one shoots suddenly downstream. 
 

What is the right amount of 
 

pain/pleasure birthed long ago growing 
 
lime green acres and acres/when individual 
 
shares remain finite, comfortable in a wallet, 
 
patiently waiting until a magnet collects 
 

closer sorry/happy rearranging 
 
detritus, glossed by shadowed want 
 
needing the reach.  In August heat 
 
the river banks revealed, crack and harden, 
 
making coming fall rains already comical. 
 
            From the beginning writing 
 
this immediate book of balance uncovers 
 
pain and desire mixing/pushing to be first/ 
 
bad and good/grey/yellow/brown/red/ 
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with old and young eyes focused/ 
 

lips coaxed alive with 
 
crinkled smile/the weighting never 
 
permanent ready or not. 
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Kelley White is a pediatr ician who worked in inner  city Philadelphia and now works in rural New Hampshire. Her  
poems have appeared in such journals as Exquisite Corpse, Rattle and JAMA.  Her most recent books are Toxic Environment 
(Boston Poet Press) and Two Birds in Flame (Beech River Books.) She received a 2008 Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 
grant. 
 
 
We set out to find the river 
  
walking along the railroad tracks. You are certain the light 
just ahead is where the trees part over water. And surprised 
that the ties are just the right spacing for your stride 
and my stride beside you, keeping pace, and it is easy watching 
the wood meet my sole as the feet go two four eight 
and then we are under a highway. A bridge with graffiti. I can’t imagine 
children here. There are not even any broken bottles. Just drawings 
of happy insects, ants perhaps, or centipedes, each taller than we are, 
taller than some of the trees, well, just this scrubby little brush beside 
the railway—I imagine spoke and cinders though we are a long time 
past wood or coal burning. We have walked a long way from the real 
road. Perhaps some other race, some visitors, other sentient 
beings are here depicted, tall ants, head, thorax, abdomen, that wave 
and speak in the bubbles of comic strips, and we have been walking 
a long time, our two strides matching, and we are still quite far 
from water. 

  
 
Your new girlfriend says the Grail is Mary Magdalene’s 
  
womb. I’m outraged. Just because she speaks Ukrainian 
doesn’t make her an expert on the Christian World. 
And you thought an angel got Mary pregnant. No way 
Honey, that was God-the-Father as the Holy Dove. Light. 
You say The Grail’s the chalice from The Last Supper. 
But I know, because I saw it in stained glass too many 
Sundays that it’s the cup that caught His blood for the Roman 
soldiers when they stabbed Him in the side. Man, those were 
some sick-looking ribs. No one, not your girlfriend or me 
or you knows what they did with that blood but I’m pretty 
sure the drips turned to garnets, rubies, and Peter bought 
a new Rooster for his landlady. Wait. I’m going too fast. 
Truth is there was more than one Visitation, and none of them 
was an Angel. Just Mary and her some-kind-of-relative 
Elizabeth and their Miracle Unborn Babies and later some 
kind of get-together when the kids were big enough to look 

Kelley White 
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each other in the eye. And John, (he’s the one you 
identify with) is playing with a Lamb and a Cross and Jesus 
always looks like his diaper is falling right off his Holy 
Self and oh my, that’s pretty much what he’s wearing on 
The Cross. Oh my. And I say Mary Magdalene lived in 
a tower in the desert and fasted years until her skinny ribs 
were hidden by her naked hair. And I don’t see what you see 
in her. She’s not even a real Ukrainian. Just an American 
with ideas. Oh, it’s the ideas you say. It’s her ideas that attract 
you. I just annunciate. See, no angel’s gonna strike me with a sword 
or even the power of light. 

 
 
You were so angry 
  
on my sixteenth birthday 
when we drank the whole bottle 
of champagne 
  
my summer boyfriend 
Tammy and Joe 
four teenagers 
just one glass each 
  
how were we to know 
you didn’t fill 
champagne glasses 
  
you sat angrier than 
I’d every known you 
  
somehow you guessed 
that night my father 
had begun 
  
what would be his 
long affair 
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Flash Fiction 
Mitchell Krockmalnik Grabois 

Mitchell Krockmalnik Grabois’ poems and fictions have appeared in hundreds of literary magazines in the U.S. and 

abroad. He is a regular contributor to The Prague Revue, and has been thrice nominated for the Pushcart Prize. His nov-

el, Two-Headed Dog, based on his work as a clinical psychologist in a state hospital, is available for 99 cents 

from Kindle and Nook, or as a print edition. 

 

Systems 

 
I wish I could rip out all my nerves and show them to my cat. I would hold them in the air and dangle them in a provocative 
way, drive her nuts. My spinal cord would be her scratching post.  
 
But I don’t have a nervous system or a limbic system or any other of the physiologic systems that give my fellow beings their 
humanity. I don’t know how to embed animation in my nerveless limbs. I don’t know how to bleed out my heartless heart. 
  
I’m going to have myself sedated, for days if necessary. I’m going to have my gums relined, like brakes. I’m going to have 
my roots, like thick fiber-optic cables, sunk in new canals. I’m going to have all my teeth removed and replaced with new 
ones, shiny, square and Nordic. Then my dentist, who is also my lover, will take me back. 
 
I will resume residence in our deluxe apartment in the sky, with the immaculate carpets and the gleaming stainless appliances. 
Our love will be renewed, and we shall stand holding hands at the rail of our balcony forever. 
 
 
Tuna’s Jagged Edge  
 
Cheryl sips cold coffee, makes a face, presses a button on the remote. The high-sincerity TV host is fighting Myelodysplastic 
Syndrome, and the hearts of women across the nation throb with sympathy as they “join her team.” 
 
Cheryl’s heart doesn’t throb. She opens a can of tuna, cuts her thumb on the lid’s jagged edge, rummages in a drawer for a 
band-aid . 
 
In Kazakhstan, a dog is killed while saving his owner from a train. 
 
Cheryl discovers that the bread is all used up. Well, there’s one piece left but it’s moldy.  
 
In Virginia, a lawmaker says that children with disabilities are God’s punishment to women who previously had abortions. 
 
Cheryl searches fruitlessly for the mayonnaise jar. 
 

http://www.amazon.com/Two-Headed-Dog-ebook/dp/B009SB8VP8/ref=sr_1_1_bnp_1_kin?ie=UTF8&qid=1379515381&sr=8-1&keywords=two+headed+dog
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/two-headed-dog-mitch-grabois/1112474771?ean=2940014867696
http://www.amazon.com/Two-Headed-Dog-Mitch-Grabois/dp/1482392674/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1379515597&sr=8-1&keywords=two+headed+dog
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T. A. Stanley currently lives in Brooklyn where she is attending NYU as a graduate student with a focus on Gender  

Politics. She is currently working on a series of short fiction pieces that address the thin lines drawn between love and obses-

sion and the violences attended to these emotions. She uses magical and fantastic elements to illuminate the ways in which 

the lived experience of "womanhood" has made her feel through embodiments of these emotions in surreal acts and transfor-

mations. Her work has appeared in Belleville Park Pages and Crack the Spine Literary Magazine. 

 

A Short Walk 

 

  I see a girl on the street and I am wondering if she is the kind of girl who likes to have a good time. I am told frequen-

cy that American girls are usually wanting a good time. I am recently moved to the United States and I am lonely. So I step 

up to her and introduce myself as O. She is not responding with her name, so I am continuing to talk of what I like to do and 

what is my plans being for The Big Apple. I give her a wink as I am knowing that phrase and think she may be impressed 

with my good English.  

 I am not being sure, but I am thinking that the girl (who still is not introducing herself) has sped up her steps. I am a 

bit angry because like I told her I am only looking for a girl to have a good time with. I put my arm around her. Maybe she 

will feel at ease by this motion. Maybe she will slow down. She is not liking it, I guess, because she is shrugging my arm off. 

Maybe it was being too forward of a motion. But then again, I am remembered  being told that sometimes American girls 

play what is called 'hard to get.' I am decided that this is being the case and that I am O.K. with this challenge. 

 She is much smaller than me. I am thinking that maybe she is an actress or something because she is so pretty. Her 

hair is cut short, but is not being too short. She is very styled. She is wearing much makeup and big earrings. She has short 

legs which are quite a bit stumbling, like she isn't being used to walking at such the fast pace that I am. Her stomach is long 

and flat. She does not have much breasts, but her butt is like two perfect-shaped bubbles. It is quite the ass. I have decided 

that this is quite the kind of girl I could have a good time with, but I don't tell her that too soon because mystery is important.  

 I joke to her that everyone in America is a movie star. She is not thinking I'm funny. At least I am not thinking so be-

cause she does not laugh in response to my joke. I tell her about Romania, where I am being from. I am from bigger city 

there, but I tell her that I am from a forest. I am thinking she might consider this as romantic and sexy. I never see girls as 

pretty as you walking in the forest. They never are wanting to have a good time like you I say. 

 She is moving further away from me as we get to a street corner and more people join around us. I look at her and am 

overwhelmed by what I have, an American girl of which to have a good time with. She is closing her eyes, and I am not being 

sure what she is doing. But I am still being overwhelmed by her beauty. She seems to be all colors at once to me. A rainbow 

is being reflected in my eyes. So I kiss her and as soon as I do she begins to convulsing. She beats and beats, the colors are 

everywhere. With each beat she is being smaller and smaller. I close my eyes because I am in terror. The girl is gone when I 

am daring to open them again. All that is being left in front of me is a dragonfly.  

 It flies away. 

 

T.A. Stanley 
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From the Publisher: 

Prior to her stunning first novel, Fugitive Pieces, Anne Michaels had already won 

awards and critical acclaim for two books of poetry: The Weight of Orang-

es (1986), which won the Commonwealth Prize for the Americas, and Miner's 

Pond (1991), which received the Canadian Authors Association Award and was 

short-listed for the Governor General's Award and the Trillium Award. Although 

they were published separately, these two books, along with Skin Divers, a collec-

tion of Michaels's newest work, were written as companion volumes.  

 

 

From Seven CirclePress: 

In this stunning trinity Canadian poet Ann Michaels achieves a rare and rewarding 

feat. She combines the narrative abilities of a novelist with the lyrical precision of 

a virtuoso poet and creates a series of poems rich in characters, plot twists and 

stunning insights.  

It is a truly unique and moving read worth any reader's time whether they lean to-

wards fiction, non-fiction or verse. A work suitable for all passions and tastes. 

http://knopfdoubleday.com/book/113917/poems/
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